Press Release
Solactive registered as a Benchmark Administrator under the European Benchmarks
Regulation (BMR)
10 April 2019

Solactive is pleased to announce that it is registered as a Benchmark Administrator under the European
Benchmarks Regulation (BMR). This enables the company to provide superior indexing services throughout
Europe for years to come. Solactive has successfully registered nearly 1,700 indices with the German Federal
Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin).
Published in the ESMA Benchmark Administrators Register on 9 April 2019, Solactive achieved registration
well before the end of the transitional period of 1 January 2020. The registration underlines Solactive’s
commitment to high standards in benchmark administration in order to foster the quality, reliability, and
integrity of its benchmarks.

“We regard the European Benchmarks Regulation as important legislation that helps ensure the avoidance of
potential conflicts of interest in the indexing business,” says Steffen Scheuble, CEO of Solactive. “The
registration as an authorized Benchmark Administrator is a huge leap forward for Solactive, and we are very
proud to have achieved this milestone.”
Christian Vollmuth, Chief Risk Officer of Solactive comments: “Our registration as a Benchmark Administrator

is the culmination of 18 months of detailed project work. Working in conjunction with the regulator, we have
established a solid foundation for compliance with the BMR, which will also help to ensure the accuracy and
integrity of our benchmarks.”
For further information, please visit: www.solactive.com
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Note to editors
About Solactive
Solactive AG is an innovative index provider that focuses on the development, calculation and distribution of
tailor-made indices across all asset classes. As at January 2019, Solactive AG served approximately 400 clients
in Europe, America and Asia, with approximately USD 200 billion invested in products linked to indices
calculated by the company globally, primarily via 380 exchange-traded funds from a number of well-known
providers. Solactive AG was established in 2007 and is headquartered in Frankfurt.

Disclaimer
The information in this document does not constitute tax, legal or investment advice and is not intended as a
recommendation for buying or selling securities. Solactive AG and all other companies mentioned in this
document are not responsible for the consequences of reliance upon any opinion or statement contained
herein or for any omission.
Solactive AG, Guiollettstr. 54, 60325 Frankfurt am Main, Germany. Registered Office: Frankfurt am Main,
Registration Court: Amtsgericht Frankfurt am Main, HRB: 79986, USt-IdNr.: DE 255 598 976. Management
Board: Steffen Scheuble, Christian Grabbe, Christian Vollmuth, and Dirk Urmoneit, Head of Supervisory Board:
Dr. Felix Mühlhäuser.
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